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Our June artist, Derek Martin, helping to 
improve our rain water collection system



Collecting rhubarb around the island for 
jams and cakes.



Title

Derek Martin speaking to a 
visitor about his residency.



Marie Kaada Hovden collecting wild greens for identification, and for dinner.



Fishing trip with June artist Cal Harben and 
intern Rebekka.



Daily walks around the 
island.



A collaborative performance called “DARM” by Marie Kaada Hovden and Jason Rosenberg.



The artists visit the Røst mainland in June.



Jason Rosenberg’s indigo and wax paintings in progress in the barn. 



Artist in Residence Maja Nilsen 
participating in the Ocean Seminar



Berit Kristofferson presenting at the Ocean Seminar on Røst. 12



Cal Harben presenting their work at the Ocean Seminar on Røst.



July artist in residence, Caroline Ho-
Bich-Tuyen-dang working on botanical 
drawings upstairs.



Spring rolls and salad made 
from harvested seaweed and 
vegetables from our garden. 15



Artists Jonas and Caroline listening to underwater sounds with a hydrophone.



Maja Nilsen recording video footage in various pools around the island.



Marie welcomes some small visitors from 
Røst and introduces them to our garden.



Nightly communal dinners outside when the weather is good.



The artists collecting seaweed 
for a communal dinner. 20



A reference library of natural colors found on the island from various plants and roots 21



Artists Rozemarie, Marie, and Maja. 22



Our wonderful neighbors.
23



Røst AIR residents standing with Folkeasjonen’s protest against oil drilling in Lofoten. 24



Jason hanging a new indigo piece 
out to dry in the wind. 25



The garden - we grew potatoes, kale, cabbage, radishes, herbs, and various flowers. 26



A performance by July/August artist duo 
Malin Arnell and Mario Fjell.

27



Invitation to our Open Studio 
Day, part of Querinidagen 2017

28



Many visitors from Røst arrive for our Open Studio Day in early August which was part of 
the Querinidagen Festival program. 29



August intern Milla sells postcards from 
our Kiosk during the Open Studio Day. 30



Elina and Gitanjali, our August artists, convening with the hens. 31



Rozemarie Heggen using her voice 32



33


